
Fly –In to Fishersbrunn @ Meob Bay

The Fishersbrunn un-registered landing strip is built very well and can handle aircraft as 
big as Cessna 208B Grand Caravans.

We have many clients who prefer to fly-in to our camp as a group and they charter a 
private aircraft for this need, alternatively we have many guest that would like to join a 
tour group, but either don’t have the time for a full length visit or don’t want to drive to 
Meob Bay by 4x4 vehicle. 

Our recommendation for such a guest, that just wants to hop in and out and visit for a 
short duration of time, is the SKY SHUTTLE option offered by Scenic Air. 
Below are the details and differences between chartering a plane to fly in a group or how 
to get yourself or small amounts of guests flown in to our camp at Meob Bay.

Sky Shuttle & Charters

Charters are quite simple in that you the client charter the entire aircraft and fly directly to 
where you want to go according to your own tailored schedule. Luggage allowed on a 
charter aircraft will be determined by the amount of passengers, routing, fuel availability, 
runway conditions etc. The weight of the luggage normally allowed per person (including 
hand luggage and cameras) will be indicated by the Charter Co-ordinator on the 
quotation. 

Please note that per norm calculations are based on the standard weight of 90 kg / 198 
lbs. per male passenger and 72 kg / 158 lbs. per female passenger as set out in the 
Namibian Air Law. Should some passengers be more than the standard weights, please 
advise us. This might force the charter operators to limit the weight of luggage even more. 
Please note that we require the weights of all passengers upon confirmation of any flight. 
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Sky Shuttle is different! 
This product is a “Seat on Charter” service where seat rates apply. Thus the passenger 
only pays for the seat he or she occupies on a specific sector / flight. If you have booked 
you self or friends on the Sky Shuttle to take advantage of the reduced seat rates there 
are conditions which attach to that flight. 

Without going into a detailed explanation (as these details are on the standard Sky 
Shuttle terms which you will receive on inquiry), these are the salient points to remember: 
The whole purpose of Sky Shuttle is to keep the rates as low as possible. This means that 
Scenic Air combine your travel plans with the travel plans of other passengers to try to fill 
an aircraft to keep the flight economically viable. This is the only way we can keep the 
rates where they are. This does however mean that you cannot always choose flight times 
that suit you 100% nor always fly directly to the end destination. You may be routed via 
other points to accommodate the filling of the aircraft with other passengers.


